
Examination in

Digital Image Processing, TSBB08

Time: 2013-10-25, 14.00-18.00

Location: U11, U14

Examiner: Maria Magnusson will visit the classroom at 15.00 and 17.00,
tel. 281336, 073 - 804 38 67

Permitted
equipment: Calculator, OH-film

Dictionaries:
English to Swedish/German/French/Italian/Spanish/Polish/Latvian...

The following tables:
0) “Formula collection for Digital Image Processing” (supplied)
1) “Formler och tabeller” by Söderkvist
2) “Formelsamling i Signalteori” by Henriksson/Lindman
3) “Tables and Formulas for Signal Theory” by Mikael Olofsson
4) “Beta”
5) “Physics Handbook”
6) “Transformteori sammanfattning, formler & lexikon”

by Kurt Hansson

Grades: 21-30 points : grade 3
31-40 points : grade 4
41-50 points : grade 5

Posting date: The grade list will be posted by 2013-11-08

No. problems: The examination contains 7 problems
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1 Resampling (7p)

The in-image f(x, y) below will be rotated 30◦ using the rotation matrix R30. The
interpolation filter h(x) · h(y) will be used, where h(x), the cubic spline function,
is defined

h(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

(a+ 2)|x|3 − (a+ 3)x2 + 1, |x| ≤ 1,
a|x|3 − 5ax2 + 8a|x| − 4a, 1 ≤ |x| ≤ 2,
0, elsewhere.

out−image, g(x’,y’)
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There exist two ways to perform resampling, forward mapping and inverse map-
ping. The algorithm for forward mapping is:

For all points (x, y) in the in-image f(x, y):
1) Calculate (x′, y′)T = R30(x, y)

T

2) The value of f(x, y) is spread out in the out-image g(x′, y′) with help
of the interpolation filter h(x) · h(y).

End

(The general algorithm for forward mapping cointains a weighting function, but
this is not needed in the case of rotation.)

a) Write an algorithm for inverse mapping (technique used in lab 2). (2p)

b) How many pixels in the in-image will contribute to one pixel in the out-
image? (2p)

c) The cubic spline function h(x) was derived from two 3:rd degree polyno-
mials a(x) and b(x) according to

g(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

a(x) = a3|x|3 + a2x
2 + a1|x|+ a0, |x| ≤ 1,

b(x) = b3|x|3 + b2x
2 + b1|x|+ b0, 1 ≤ |x| ≤ 2,

0, elsewhere.

Seven constraints were used to get h(x) from g(x). Give these constraints! (3p)
Hint: The locations for the constraints are indicated in the figure above.
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2 Length Measurements (7p)

The figure below shows an 8-connective skeleton. (You can think that it was re-
cieved by thresholding a grey scale image of a fiber and thinning it to a skeleton
and that the task is to measure the length of the fiber.)

a) Apply an 8-point chain code to the skeleton by following it with horizontal,
vertical and oblique steps. Give the chain code and the length of the chain
code which is an approximate measure of the length of the fiber! (2p)

b) How can all endpoints of an 8-connective skeleton be found? Give the
structuring elements. (3p)
Hint: They will be of size 3 × 3 as in the figure below. They will be fil-
led with 0, 1, and - (don’t care). The formal description for this operation,
the morphological hit-or-miss transform is A(∗)B, and it denotes that the
element B found a match in A. (3p)

c) We have looked at two methods how to perform polygonial approximation.
One of them starts by ordering the skeleton with a chain code. Then, the
start- and stop-points are connected. Then a new point is found. This is illu-
stated in the figure below. Also the threshold length T is indicated. Describe
the full algoritm. Indicate the final polygon and calculate the length of it,
which is an approximate measure of the length of the fiber! (2p)

T
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3 2D Fourier transform and sampling (8p)

With your new digital camera, you take a digital picture of the patterns f(x, y) and
g(x, y), see the figure below. But when you look at the picture it does not look like
f(x, y) and g(x, y). The frequency and possibly also the direction has changed -
to what? The following exercises leeds you to the answer.

f(x,y) g(x,y)

a) For the first image,
f(x, y) = cos (2π5x) .

Calculate F (u, v), the Fourier transform of f(x, y), and sketch it in the
(u, v)-plane. The dirac impulses can be indicated by small black dots. (1p)

b) The function f(x, y) is then sampled by a 2D impulse train, i.e.

fs(x, y) = f(x, y) ·
∑
n

δ(x− n/7) ·
∑
m

δ(y −m/7)

Sketch Fs(u, v) in the (u, v)-plane and grade the axes. (1p)

c) Then, we try to reconstruct f(x, y) ideally with multiplication in the Fourier
domain by (1/7)2 · Π(u/7) · Π(v/7). (This is equivalent with convolution
by sinc(7x) · sinc(7y) in the spatial domain.) Which function f̂(x, y) do we
receive? (1p)

d) g(x, y) is rotated an angle φ = arctan(3/4) compared to f(x, y), i.e.
g(x, y) = Rφ[f(x, y)]. Sketch G(u, v) in the (u, v)-plane. (1p)

e) The function g(x, y) is then sampled to gs(x, y) by the 2D impulse train
given in b). Sketch Gs(u, v) in the (u, v)-plane and grade the axes. (2p)

f) Then, we try to reconstruct g(x, y) ideally with multiplication in the Fou-
rier domain by (1/7)2 · Π(u/7) · Π(v/7). Which function ĝ(x, y) do we
receive? (1p)
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g) Make a general statement about how the direction changes by aliasing. Men-
tion all angles for which the direction does not change by aliasing. (1p)

4 Distance maps and connectivity (7p)

In this exercise, you do not need to draw all the small figures yourself. You can fill
in the last paper in the exam. The paper can be torned out, signed and submitted
as a solution.

See the little image below with one dark pixel.

a) Perform distance mapping from the dark pixel using d(4)-metric. Also give
the maximum relative error for this distance transform. (1p)

b) Perform distance mapping using d(8)-metric. Also give the maximum rela-
tive error for this distance transform. (1p)

c) Perform distance mapping using d(oct)-metric. There are two versions. Show
both! (1p)

d) Perform distance mapping using d(Eucl)-metric. (Euclidean distance trans-
form). Also give the maximum relative error for this distance transform. (1p)

See the little image below with dark object pixels and bright background pixels.

e) How many objects are there if d(4)-connectivity is valid for the object? (1p)

f) How many objects are there if d(8)-connectivity is valid for the object? (1p)

g) Which connectivity has the background if the object has d(4)-connectivity? (1p)
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5 Segmentation (7p)

a) Region growing (3p)
Describe the segmentation method region growing and make references to the
three images below in your description.

a) b) c)

b) Watershed segmentation (4p)
Watershed segmentation is a rather sophisticated form of segmentation.

• Describe this algorithm step by step when it is applied to the figure below.
(To the left the figure is shown as an ordinary image and to the right it is
shown as a 3D plot.) In your description, the following words or phrases
must be included:
water holes
landscape
dam
local minima
water rise

• Describe were you put the waterhols and how many you need in this case.

• Finally, draw an approximate 2D image of the final result.
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6 Color (8p)
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In this exercise, you do not need to draw the chromaticity diagram and the tables
yourself. You can fill in the last paper in the exam. The paper can be torned out,
signed and submitted as a solution.

a) The chromaticity diagram is shown above, left. Around the thick border are
the spectral colors located, red at 700nm, then yellow, green at 520nm and
blue at 400nm. Suppose that you have an LCD screen with the three primary
colors R, G and B.

• Mark possible locations for these colors (R, G, B) in the chromaticity
diagram. (1p)

• Suppose that you have access to very good R, G, B primary colors for
your LCD screen. Explain why it still is impossible to produce every
color in the chromaticity diagram. You may need to draw something
in the chromaticity diagram to explain this. (2p)

b) A rainbow colortable is shown above, right. It can be used for an image with
pixel values between 0 and 7. Let 0 be the lowest value, corresponding to
zero intensity and 10 be the highest value that corresponds to full intensity.
Your task is to make three colortables.

• Make a fully saturated rainbow colortable. (2p)

• Make a colortable with the same hues but only half intensity. (1p)

• Make a colortable with the same hues but only half saturation. (2p)
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7 The Hough transform (6p)

a) Sketch the Hough transform of the image below. Use the equation
c = y −m · x.
Then perform thresholding and compute the inverse Hough transform. Sketch
the resulting image. (4p)
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b) One alternative to the parameterization in a) is r = x cos θ+ y sin θ. Why is
this parameterization better? (2p)
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AID code:

4 a) To complete and submit as solution

4 b) To complete and submit as solution

4 c) To complete and submit as solution

4 d) To complete and submit as solution
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AID code:

6 a) To complete and submit as solution
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6 b) To complete and submit as solution
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